We aimed to determine the suitability of a "new" procedure for detecting the existence of binding between a target's identity and its location/response during its processing on a prime trial in a visuo-spatial task. Importantly, the method involved cueing the impending likelihood of a binding violation on a subsequent probe trial. If the latency increasing impact of a binding violation can be reduced or removed when the cue proved to be valid, RT reductions for Conditions that involved a binding violation would show a larger latency decrease than those which did not (relative to uninformative cue trials). This result pattern did not occur, even though data showed that the cue information was used for preparation (RT [valid cue] < RT [uninformative cue] > RT [invalid cue]). Either a target identity-location/response binding does not occur, or advance knowledge of its impending violation does not modulate the violation's latency increase impact. In any event, the use of the cue procedure employed here to detect binding is not a viable one.
Introduction
Evidence that the retrieval of earlier stored processing (prime trial) can influence current processing (probe trial) (i.e., sequential effects) has been available for some time in a variety of forms, including the fact that previously incorrect predictions decrease the RT benefit of a current correct prediction (e.g., Geller, 1974) , that latency facilitation occurs for repeated target identities and/or their responses (e.g., Keele, 1969) , and the existence of a number of inhibitory after-effect phenomena (i.e., such as negative priming, and the negative compatibility and inhibition of return effects: e.g., Tipper, 2001; Schlaghecken, Fowley, Sembi, Simmons, & Whitcomb, 2007) . The examination of sequential effects is worthwhile because, depending on the task context in which they are observed, they can reveal the presence of various processing characteristics or properties.
For example, there is a sequential processing impact observed when there is a change in the status of an object's identity and/or response when going from being "irrelevant" on the prime trial to being "relevant" on the probe trial. The RT for this status change is significantly longer than when the same relevant processing does not undergo a status change. Notably, this holds whether the prime distractor is visible (non-masked) or phenomenally invisible (masked) (e.g., Fitzgeorge, Buckolz, & Khan, 2011; Schlaghecken et al., 2007) . Seemingly, distractor events are processed automatically, in spite of intentions/instructions not to do so. This processing is then stored, and when later retrieved with the presentation of the probe trial, can interfere with related processing (i.e., the negative priming effect; Neill, Terry, & Valdes, 1994; Tipper, 2001 ).
There is yet another sequential effect which, along with the processing characteristic that it reveals (i.e., binding ; Hommel, 2007) , is of specific interest in this study. In this case, partial repetitions of the prime trial S-R processing on the probe trial in a visual identity task (i.e., repeat stimulus identity, change the response or repeat the response, change stimulus identity) are accompanied by RT elevations relative to when the S-R prime processing is entirely repeated, or entirely changed on the probe. Hommel (e.g., 2004; 2007) , along with colleagues (e.g., Hommel, Memelink, Zmigrod, & Colzato, 2014) , have interpreted such findings to indicate that executed (prime) responses bind to their sponsoring target's identity dimensions (e.g., shape, size, colour etc.) and/or to their non-identity features (e.g., location, related response), both when they are relevant or irrelevant to response selection. It follows too from the RT results that overcoming binding violations on the probe trial (i.e., partial repetition probes) comes at a time cost; hence, the shorter latencies for the non-violation conditions (complete change, complete repeat of the prime S-R processing).
Recently, Kajaste and Buckolz (2017) extended the earlier binding results produced with visual identity tasks to visual location-based tasks, where the relevant feature of the designated target object determining response selection is its spatial position. Specifically, Kajaste and Buckolz demonstrated that during the course of prime trial processing, the selected response binds to the relevant location occupied by the prime target object and, less consistently, to the irrelevant target's identity. Actually, a target's identity is indirectly relevant in location tasks in that it is needed to identify the pertinent location for response selection; hence, a target's identity needs to be fully processed. This thorough processing enhances the likelihood that the prime target's identity binds with some aspect of prime target processing in location tasks, and so we pursued this possibility here. Specifically, we examined the possibility that the prime target's identity B. Kajaste, E. Buckolz binds to its location, and/or to its location and response as a collective.
To accomplish this goal, we used a procedure that generated four Conditions, formed by which prime trial features were repeated/changed on the probe trial:
repeat neither target identity, location, nor response; change target identity, repeat target location and response; repeat target identity, change target location and response; repeat target identity, location, and response. We reasoned that one way to avoid the aforementioned interpretation confounding involved with RT comparisons among Conditions , and so allow latency differences to reflect binding existence of the kind studied here would be to introduce both uninformative and informative cues between prime and probe trial pairs. Latencies following an uninformative cue (a "question mark"), typical of past work, would establish baseline RT differences among the four Conditions that would be reflective of their processing demand differences, including whether a binding violation was involved or not. An informative cue (i.e., the numbers 1 -4) would signal the likely target location (with 75% accuracy), and so the response needed, on a forthcoming probe trial. Also of note is the fact that whether the prime target identity was repeated or changed on a paired probe trial was fixed (i.e., 100%). Consequently, while the informative cue did not relate to predicting probe trial target identity, it did forecast when a binding violation would occur on an impending probe trial (Conditions ).
With respect to binding detection (target identity to its location/response), the ra- Naturally, the reason for the absence of such an interaction would be unclear; reflecting either that prime binding had not occurred or, that it had, but is resistant to cue modulation. Note that paired Conditions selected for contrast were chosen on the basis of the fact that the cue forecast a location/response repeat ( ) or a location/response change ( ).
Actually, there is another aspect to the possibility that validly cueing an impending binding violation could reduce or eliminate the latency impact of unexpected violations that is worthwhile highlighting. It has to do with the recognition that the consequences of prime trial binding to future processing in which they participate are mixed; being "beneficial" in reducing RT size when prime and probe processing demands fully match, but "detrimental" when earlier binding is violated (i.e., partial prime repetition). This maladaptive feature of cognition, which runs counter to the notion that we are evolving into a state of intelligent processing design, has been seen before. For example, consider the phenomenon of negative priming in general (e.g., D'Angelo, Thomson, Tipper, & Milliken, 2016; Frings, Schneider, & Fox; 2015) and spatial negative priming (SNP) in particular (e.g., Fitzgeorge, Buckolz, & Khan, 2011 ). An SNP effect is observed when the RT for a current (probe) target is significantly greater when it arises at a location formerly occupied by a to-be-ignored distractor, relative to when it occurs at a spatial position that was previously (prime) empty. So, when an irrelevant location (i.e., distractor-occupied) becomes relevant (i.e., target-occupied), target RT is interfered with. Interestingly, the negative influence reflected in the SNP phenomenon can be prevented in a number of ways, including cueing the use of the prime distractor response on the probe trial (e.g., Buckolz, Boulougouris, & Khan, 2002; Buckolz, Edgar, Kajaste, Lok, & Khan, 2012; Fitzgeorge & Buckolz, 2008) . It will be interesting to determine whether this same interference prevention is possible with prime trial binding.
To be clear, then, while an important objective here was to look for binding between the prime target's identity and its location/response, of equal importance was to determine whether the cue method to be employed here was suitable for detecting such binding.
Finally, for the sake of convenience, we modified and utilized existing programs to control our procedure. With these programs, Probe Trial Content (either a target + distractor or a target alone) and Probe Trial Content Probabilities (the relative frequencies of these two probe types being .75/.25 or .25/.75 [between-subjects]) were two factors that were manipulated, which generated four distinct "contextual environments" within each we could examine the relationship between Conditions ( ) and Cue Type (valid, uninformative,
[invalid]). We had no a priori basis for predicting an impact for these contextual B. Kajaste, E. Buckolz environments, other than to note that they can influence spatial negative priming results (e.g., Fitzgeorge et al., 2008) .
Methods

Participants & Apparatus
Forty-two undergraduate students (22 males, 20 females) participated in this experiment. Participants ages ranged from 19 -23 years and all reported normal or corrected to normal vision.
Participants were seated at a desk in a dimly lit room 200 cm from a 61 cm (24 inch) computer monitor which contained the visual display for the experiment.
On each trial, a white fixation cross (.9 cm in width and height, .1 cm thickness) appeared against a black background flanked by two white horizontal bar markers on each side which had the same dimensions as the horizontal component of the fixation cross. The bar markers (denoted L1 -L4 from left to right) were separated from each other and the fixation cross by a distance .5 cm. This produced a horizontal display distance of 6.5 cm which resulted in a visual angle of 1.9 degrees.
In order to respond to the appearance of a target stimulus, participants sat with their forearms resting comfortably on the desk with their hands resting on a standard computer keyboard and their middle and index fingers of each hand resting on the keys "D", "V", "M" and "L". Each of these keys corresponded spatially to a location bar marker on the screen in the visual display (from left to right, respectively). Responses were achieved via finger flexion which depressed the appropriate key and terminated the response interval.
Procedure (Data Collection)
Participants undertook a modified visual spatial negative priming (SNP) task where trials were presented in pairs; first the "prime", and then the "probe". The prime trial always contained a target (green rectangle) and a distractor (red rectangle) object (both measuring .9 cm wide × 2 cm high), while the probe trial could contain a target and a distractor (distractor present) or a target by itself (distractor absent). The prime distractor's identity remained unaltered throughout, while that for the prime target could either be repeated (green rectangle) or changed (yellow cross) on the probe. Participants (n = 42) were randomly assigned to one of four experimental groups. With group 1 (n = 12), the experimental condition was characterized by the .75/.25 probe distractor probability ratio (.75 distractor present /.25 distractor absent) along with a matching (relative to the prime target's identity) probe target (identity repeat). In group 2 (n = 11) a .25/.75 probe distractor probability ratio was utilized (.25 present /.75 absent) along with a matching probe target (identity repeat). For group 3 (n = 10), the experimental manipulation was a .75/.25 probe distractor probability along with a mismatching (relative to the prime target's identity) probe target (identity change). Group 4 (n = 9) undertook a .25/.75 probe distractor proba-bility manipulation along with a mismatching probe target (identity change). A trial sequence commenced with a blank screen and an audible warning tone which lasted for 100 ms. This was followed by the appearance of the display paradigm (described above and illustrated in Figure 1 ) which remained on the screen for the duration of the trial pair. 200 ms after the appearance of the paradigm, the prime trial objects (target and distractor) appeared at any two of the four possible locations and remained on the screen for 157 ms. A correct response on the prime trial resulted in the paradigm remaining empty for 100 ms, after which the cue (number 1, 2, 3, 4 or "?") appeared in place of the fixation cross and remained on the screen for 400 ms. This cue was informative in that it predicted the location of the upcoming probe target with 75% accuracy (i.e., cue "1" = 75% chance that the probe target appears at the first location from left
[L1]), except in the case of the "?" cue, which meant the probe target could appear at any one of the four possible locations with all locations being equiprobable. Following the offset of the cue there was a 700 ms intra-trial-interval during which the paradigm remained empty. Next, the probe trial objects (target-only, or target-plus-distractor) appeared for 157 ms. At the offset of the probe trial the empty paradigm remained on the screen until a response was made or 1000 ms had elapsed, at which point the screen went black and a 1500 ms inter-trial-interval commenced, whose offset was followed by the next warning tone and the beginning of the next trial pair sequence.
Trial pairs that contained errors (button press, anticipations [RT < 100 ms] or insufficient vigilance [RT > 1000 ms]) were recorded but were not used in reaction time analyses. Participants were automatically offered a rest break after completion of every 100 trial pairs. Trials resumed when participants pressed the space bar at their discretion.
Before beginning the experimental phase, participants were instructed that 1) they were to respond to any target event with the appropriate key press as quickly and as accurately as possible while ignoring any distractor event should one be present, 2) they were to avoid button press errors and responding before target arrival (i.e., anticipations), 3) trials would be presented in pairs with a cue appearing in between each prime-probe pair, 4) a distractor would appear on the probe trial 75% of the time or 25% of the time (depending on which Group they B. Kajaste, E. Buckolz were in), and, 5) the cue represented, with 75% accuracy, the location that the upcoming probe target would appear at, except in the case of the "?" cue, which Figure 1 . An illustration of a prime-probe trial sequence and presentation durations for the Experiment. Target events could be either a green rectangle (dark rectangle in figure) or a yellow cross (dark cross in figure) ; only the former could appear on the prime trial, while either target could arise on the probe trial depending on Condition. When a distractor appeared (100% on the prime, 75% or 25% on the probe respectively, depending on Probe Distractor Probability Condition), it was always a red rectangle (light rectangle in Figure) . Panel 6 represents a 75% valid cue that replaced the fixation cross for 400 ms between the prime and probe. The number(s) displayed in the cue corresponded spatially to the location bar markers from left to right (i.e. cue "1" = L1 [first location from left]) and represented, with 75% validity, the likelihood that the probe target would appear at that location. Panel 8a represents a target-plus-distractor probe (T + D) that was validly cued, with target location repeated and target identity changed . Panel 8b represents a target-only probe (T-only) that was invalidly cued, with target location changed and target identity repeated .
meant that the probe target could appear at any of the 4 locations (all equally likely).
Before undertaking the critical portion of the experiment participants completed approximately 10 -15 prime-probe practice trial pairs and had the opportunity to ask any questions to ensure their understanding of the task requirements.
Results and Discussion
Individual mean reaction times were utilized for all analyses of variance (ANOVA Notes. ( ) = standard error (ms); { } = button press error %. *p < .05. Conditions (all relative to prime target): = change probe target identity, location and response, = change probe target identity, repeat location and response, = repeat probe target identity, change location and response, = repeat probe target identity, location and response. Notes. ( ) = standard error (ms); { } = button press error %. *p < .05. Condition (all relative to prime target):
= change probe target identity, location and response, = change probe target identity, repeat location and response, = repeat probe target identity, change location and response, = repeat probe target identity, location and response.
information, that is, whether a repeat or change in the prime target location and response was forecast. Further, the two Conditions used in an ANOVA differed with respect to whether the prime target identity was repeated or changed, a factor that would have to be considered for the interpretation of Condition RT differences. Because target identity repeat or change was entirely predictable, it was uncertain as to what impact this target identity manipulation would have on RT.
In any event, the reasoning was that the RT differences between Conditions following an uninformative cue would establish a baseline value that would reflect all of the processing differences between the Conditions, whatever these may be. When an informative cue turned out to be valid, its only differential impact on the two Conditions involved would be to predict a forthcoming bind- The pattern of significance was the same for all eight ANOVAs; throughout, the Cue Type main effect produced significant F-ratios (ranging from 11.59 to 84.22, p-values all < .009), while no significant F-ratios were produced by the Condition Type main effect (ranging from .06 to 2.76, p-values ranging from .13 to .81), nor its interaction with Cue Type (all F-ratios were 1 or less). Apparently the contextual environments included in this study do not differentially influence target identity-location/response binding.
These ANOVA outcomes clearly demonstrated that individuals used the informative cue information as probe RTs were significantly faster following valid than uninformative cues (409 msec. vs. 457 msec., respectively [ Table 1 & Table   2 ]). This latency benefit was not selective to Condition Type; however, revealed by the failed Cue Type by Condition Type interactions. Collectively, it follows that the cue information provided was used to prepare the likely required probe response, and/or to process the probe target at a particular spatial position, but not to influence any latency impact of binding violations. Otherwise, valid cue RT benefits should have been larger for Conditions with binding violations than for those without. This was not the case. So, either "target identity-location/response" binding does not occur during prime trial processing, or it does, but its latency elevating impact (upon binding violation) cannot be reduced or removed when the individual knows that an impending probe binding violation is likely.
If we provisionally interpret our findings as indicating that prime target identity does not bind with its location and/or its response in a location task, it would be consistent with results from spatial negative priming tasks which have shown that RT is delayed for ignored-repetition trials (i.e., SNP effect), whether the probe target's identity matches that of the prime distractor or not (e.g., Milliken, Tipper, Houghton, & Lupianez, 2000) . So, whether a prime distractor-location/response binding violation occurs (identity mismatch) or not (identity match), a significant slowing for ignored-repetition trials is observed.
The only difference in this study is that it seems that prime target identities do not bind to their location and/or responses either. Actually, a failure of prime target or distractor identities to bind to their locations or responses is less surprising given that these identities randomly appear at all locations during a trial series. Perhaps this circumstance acts to prevent identity bindings?
As it turns out, the non-significant Condition Type main effects here are somewhat puzzling; partly because the numerical RT differences between paired Conditions are quite large (Table 1) , and partly because an examination of Newman-Keuls tests applied to the Trial Type by Condition Type interactions revealed significant RT differences between compared Conditions. The latency significance pattern revealed by the Newman-Keuls tests was such that RTs were significantly faster when the prime target identity was repeated, as opposed to when it was changed, on the probe trial. This held despite the fact that target B. Kajaste, E. Buckolz identity repetitions or changes were entirely predictable, and despite the fact that identity repetition occurred in a Condition with a binding violation in one instance ( ). Seemingly, we cannot cue away the RT benefit of repeating a target's identity on sequential trials, and, the latency facilitation owing to a repetition of the target's prime identity seems to override any RT delays owing to a concurrent binding violation, should one exist.
Another series of ANOVAs were executed, identical to those above, with the only difference being that the invalid cue reaction time data was now included in the Cue Type factor. These eight ANOVAs yielded the same pattern of significance (or lack there of). The Cue Type main effect was significant in all analyses, with F-ratios ranging from 31.79 to 68.40 (p-values all < .001). The Condition Type main effect (F-ratios ranged from .01 to 2.90, p-values all > .12) as well as the Condition Type x Cue Type interaction (F-ratios ranging from .03 to 1.03 and p-values all > .38) both failed to achieve significance.
Summary
We set out to determine whether prime target identities in visuo-spatial tasks bind to their locations and responses, using a new procedure that relied on the latency effects of uninformative and informative cues between Conditions that differed principally with respect to whether they involved a binding violation or This did not occur. The RT differences between Conditions were unaltered by a valid cue. Either a target's identity does not bind to its location and response or, it does, but the slowing impact of a binding violation cannot be offset when its occurrence is expected. In any event, the cue procedure employed here is unsuitable for detecting target identity-location/response binding existence in visuo-spatial tasks.
On a lesser note, we did replicate a classic cue effect whereby RT (valid cue) < RT (uninformative cue) < RT (invalid cue), reflective of a benefit-cost impact of informative cueing and indicating that our subjects used the cue information provided (e.g., Geller, 1974; 1975) . Additionally, we did see that delays encountered when target identity changes occur on successive prime-probe trials could not be removed when they were fully predictable; their related RTs were still significantly slower than for predictable target identity repeats.
